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Abstract

Background: The green building industry has significantly impacted the construction market, providing various sustainable solutions for the community. However, conventional green building standards have yet to adequately address occupant health and well-being, leading to challenges with performance. This has caused many businesses to take note of the latest report from the Bureau of Labour Statistics, which indicated that productivity in the US has dropped by the sharpest level since the 1940s [1]. Addressing these issues, organisations like International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) developed WELL Building Rating System (WELL), prioritising occupant health and well-being as critical components for improving performance and avoiding potential vulnerabilities brought about by sickness or pandemics. For this reason, this study will explore how to improve employee productivity within office buildings by bettering their overall health and well-being.

Methods: The methodology is designed to collect data from traditional office design, new trended successful office designs, and the WELL Building Rating System to understand healthy building design. Additionally, using DesignBuilder computer software simulates natural daylight, ventilation, and thermal heat gain in the case study to compare implementation results to the base case result.

Results: Showing thermal comfort, ventilation, and natural daylight significantly influence employees’ productivity. Implementing conducted design features from WELL achieved an average of 20.2%-35.6% decrease in thermal gain throughout the year, a 20% increase in airflow, an average 2.4%-6.5% decrease in Air temperature, enhanced temperature distribution by 7%, and direct sunlight minimum reduction by 9% in Winter and maximum 21.9% in Spring.

Conclusion: Our research analysed that new design features in famous office buildings positively impact employee productivity. We
particularly examined the features outlined by WELL Building Rating System to identify the most influential factors affecting occupant productivity. The results of this study informed recommendations for enhancing productivity in existing office buildings in Alexandria, Egypt.
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1. Introduction
The operation and construction of current and new buildings negatively impacted the environment for countless years. In addition to the 1970s energy crisis, builders and building owners were encouraged to turn to green building rating systems to assist them in designing more environmentally conscious buildings and communities. However, most of the well-known green building standards that surfaced due to this movement were solemnly focused on achieving sustainability in buildings to provide a better environment while inadequately covering the matter of occupants’ health and wellness, as it can be a dominant factor for poor productivity and health of the society, especially in the business field as employees performance is essential.

Thus, another movement started in 2014 that included human health and well-being and how buildings affect occupants as a new factor to the green movement equation. That is when International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) created the WELL Building Standard, the first system of its kind that tracks, measures, and certifies how building features affect the people inside.

Studies indicate that 90% of people’s time is spent in enclosed spaces, which impacts their health. During this time, they can be exposed to multiple pollutants, such as air pollution, inadequate lighting and ventilation, toxic materials indoors, uncomfortable temperatures, and disregarding mental health and the well-being of their social and community environment, all of which can be up to five times higher than average outdoor concentrations, leading to negative short-term and long-term well-being and health outcomes that are held responsible for employees’ poor productivity and health vulnerability to pandemics in the workspace, recently followed by the rise of the pandemic (COVID-19), which urged the need to change how we operate. Meanwhile, architects on a global scale started reconsidering current building design strategies and considering updating existing building standards to alleviate vulnerability to future pandemics and increase productivity and well-being.

While recent research has found that Air Quality, Thermal Comfort, and Natural Light are the three highest factors affecting office productivity, this is a significant finding as it shows that these factors directly impact employee performance. The findings suggest that companies should prioritise improving air quality, providing adequate thermal comfort, and increasing natural light in their office spaces to maximise staff productivity. Additionally, this data can help inform businesses about office design and layout decisions to create an environment conducive to employees’ well-being and success.

1.1 Research problem
The problem is that most office buildings in Egypt are closed, with inadequate operable windows, natural light, and thermal comfort. This leads to vulnerability to pandemics and a lack of motivation and productivity. All caused by the fact that architecture development is unsynchronised with building occupants’ well-being and mental health, which should be considered a significant factor for a healthy community and sustainable environment, especially for the post-pandemic future.

1.2 Research aim
This paper aims to direct architects and construction firms in Egypt to include the well-being of occupants as an essential key factor of building design to connect occupants’ well-being to sustainability in design. To achieve this connection and complete the deficiency in the design criteria between architecture and occupant well-being, a thorough study of the WELL Building Rating System is submitted to resolve occupants’ issues within buildings in Egypt, along with analysing standard office design strategies and new trending office designs. To reach the paper’s aim, the following objectives will be achieved: Study and analyse the new WELL Building Standard rating that seeks the health and well-being of people, and understand all new categories developed by IWBI to develop a strategy to solve problems and boost efficiency in office buildings in Egypt.

1.3 Methods
The research focuses on the well-being of occupants in existing office buildings in Alexandria, Egypt, and highlights the Cairo Petroleum Complex office building as a case study.

Through analysing and studying the traditional and new design criteria of office design, we explore two famous successful office buildings, the Googleplex HQ and the Amazon Spheres, to analyse their productivity-derived design criteria in which we conduct their productivity derived design criteria.

The methodology is designed to conclude a checklist to enhance the productivity and well-being of occupants through studying the WELL building rating system concepts and features to conduct the design derived features that affects...
occupants’ health and productivity. Thus, we focus on six concepts: air, light, thermal comfort, movement, sound, and mind to conduct the features applicable on office buildings in Egypt. Next, we study three certified offices, which are the Centre of Sustainable Landscapes office building, the American Society of Interior Designers HQ office, and the 425 Park Avenue office building to analyse the impact of WELL certification on the employee’s productivity and understand the application of WELLs concepts in office buildings to conduct a summarised checklist to implement on the case study building “Cairo Petroleum Complex” in Alexandria/Egypt.

The methodology of this study used DesignBuilder computer software to simulate natural ventilation, lighting, and thermal comfort in the case study building in two stages:

First, simulation in the base case:

To ensure that the results obtained through the DesignBuilder software can be replicated, it is important to follow a systematic and rigorous process:

1. **Data collection**: Collect detailed and accurate data on the building’s geometry, construction materials, HVAC systems, lighting, occupancy, and other parameters that may affect its energy performance.

   Applied through: This data can be obtained through site visits, and other sources involves collecting detailed and accurate data on the building’s geometry, construction materials, HVAC systems, lighting, occupancy, and other parameters that may affect its energy performance; in this paper we obtained the data from a site visit to the case study building.

2. **Model creation**: Use the DesignBuilder software to create a detailed and accurate model of the building, considering all the relevant parameters and inputs.

   Applied through: This involves inputting the data collected in step 1 and configuring the various parameters of the simulation, such as building orientation, window size and placement, in this paper we create a model of the base case five floor building of 3370 m² total construction area. The building is a rectangle shape of dimensions 60 m × 67 m and a 20 m building height with uninsulated exterior brick walls thickness of 20 cm and 2 cm interior and exterior plaster with the total u-value of 1.5 W/m²K and 4 m single floor height. The building main structure is reinforced concrete with uninsulated fixed curtain wall elevations with no shades externally and uses mechanical ventilation system. The building roof is flat 20 cm reinforced concrete and insulated with four single glazed skylights of 240 m² total area above the main court.

3. **Calibration**: Calibrate the model by comparing its predicted energy performance against the actual energy consumption data for the building and adjusting the inputs as necessary to improve the model’s accuracy.

   Applied through: This process involves iteratively adjusting the input parameters, running the simulation, and comparing the results against actual data until the model is accurately calibrated that is not available in this case so Appling step 5.

4. **Sensitivity analysis**: Conduct sensitivity analyses to determine the sensitivity of the model’s results to changes in the input parameters and identify the most important variables that affect the building’s energy performance.

   Applied through: This step helps identify the most important variables that affect the building’s energy performance and provides insights into how the model can be improved.

5. **Verification**: Verify the accuracy of the model by comparing its predicted results against independent data sources, such as published literature or other validated models.

   Applied through: This step helps ensure that the model is reliable and can be trusted to provide accurate predictions. In this paper we validate the air temperature of the base case simulation to that of Alexandria weather and use the “correlation coefficient” parameter to validate the results as correlation coefficient (R²) should range between -1 and 1, in this case, the result was 0.993 which is within the acceptable range of the correlation coefficient -1 and 1, thus indicating that the base case results are reliable.
6. **Documentation**: Document the model creation process, including the input data, assumptions, and any modifications made during the calibration and verification steps.

   Applied through: This documentation should include the input data, assumptions, and any modifications made during the calibration and verification steps. Proper documentation also helps to ensure that the model can be updated and maintained over time as necessary.

By following these steps, it is possible to create an accurate and reliable model of a building’s energy performance using the DesignBuilder software, and to ensure that the results obtained can be replicated and verified.

Second, simulating daylight, thermal heat gain, and natural ventilation after implementing the conducted criteria on the case study building to compare the impact results with the base case results.

Data input: Cairo Petroleum Complex base case, EGYPT region, energy code ASHRAE 90.1-2007, location simulation using weather data “EGY_AL ISKANDARIAH_ ALEXANDRIA_ETMY”, the yearly design temperatures using 0.4% dry-bulb cooling design temperature with maximum value 33.2 °C, minimum value 27.1, and a Coincident wet-bulb temperature value is 22.3 °C, the climate zone used in ASHRAE 2B.

The building activity template is “office buildings” as the ASHRAE 90.1 Settings for heating source is “fossil fuel”, the occupancy density (people/m²) = 0.05 based on the building survey.

For the Environmental control the heating set point temperatures for heating is 20.0 °C, and heating set back is 13.0 °C, the cooling set point temperatures cooling is 26.0 °C, and the cooling set back 32.0 °C. the computers and office equipment supplied to each zone according to the building visit.

The building constructions for the exterior wall the U-value equals 2.094 (W/m²-K), and for the internal partitions equals 1.490 (W/m²-K), and the typical floor equals 2.353 (W/m²-K).

For the opening the external windows layout using wall façade types for 40% vertical glazing ASHRAE 90.2 Appx with a single layer of generic Clear 6 mm glass panel.

The lighting system through ASHRAE classification is space-by-space method with HVAC template is fan coil unit (4-Pipe), Air cooled.

All these parameters also applied for the post implementation scenario expect proposing a shading device (Vertical and horizontal Louvers) for the curtain walls windows as described and switching single glazing to double glazing additionally adding 30% operable windows externally and internal windows to allow cross ventilation.

1.4 Study design

This paper will follow four parts:

1.4.1 Literature review: Involves studying the definition of well-being, what are the main points that lead to achieving it and learning the WELL Building Rating System, which focuses on the study of people and how to make them thrive, to reach a design solution to improve the performance, productivity, and health of building occupants.

1.4.2 Qualitative study: Performed to see how different buildings and companies implement different design strategies to improve the overall health performance of their employees and how it all reflects on their productivity. The analytical part will include analysing the WELL framework and studying existing office building examples to understand how to improve the design strategies in Egypt to increase productivity.

1.4.3 Quantitative study: Concluding a checklist to be implemented in Egypt office spaces designed to improve productivity and well-being of employees and implement it in the case study office.

1.4.4 Practical part: Implementing the design strategy on a single office in the chosen case study building, “Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building in Alexandria/Egypt, using the computer software DesignBuilder to compare the simulation results to the same office pre-implementation. DesignBuilder is a paid computer software that has a free 30-day trial period. Alternatively, a free version of TRNSYS is available to use.
2. Results
2.1 Developed office design standards

According to the “Health, Wellbeing & Productivity in Offices” research article published by the World Green Building Council (WorldGBC), among other research concluded that the critical factors in designing powerful office space to boost productivity and well-being are location, layout, size, appeal, atmosphere, and the dimension of the area.\textsuperscript{12–15}

In 2012, workspace design studies concluded that the average office space per employee was around 5.4 to 6.5 m\textsuperscript{2} and approximately 10 m\textsuperscript{2}-16.4 m\textsuperscript{2} for an office room (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).\textsuperscript{16}

Other studies, like the research done by the British Council for Offices (BCO), concluded that the average density in offices was around 14.8 m\textsuperscript{2}/employee in 2001 and decreased to 9.6 m\textsuperscript{2}/employee in 2018 (see Figure 3).\textsuperscript{17} From 2000 to 2012, the average space per employee decreased by about 21% due to the growth in flexible workspaces and remote working trends.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{The minimum space required for a single workstation in meters giving a total area of 5.4 m\textsuperscript{2}: Neufert Architects’ Data Fourth Edition, 2012.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{An example of a single office room dimension in meters giving a total area of 10 m\textsuperscript{2} per office room: Neufert Architects’ Data Fourth Edition, 2012.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Benchmark density in UK offices over time: BCO the future of UK office density, 2022.}
\end{figure}
Between 2010 and 2012, the area per employee decreased from 21 m² to 16.4 m² (see Figure 4). At the start of the 21st century, this number was as high as 30.2 m². By contrast, with employers concentrating on returning to the office while maintaining physical distance in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the amount of space per worker began increasing again. While there is no single size that fits all types of businesses, US research showed that in 2020 the average area per employee increased from 16.4 m² to 18.2 m² (see Figure 4) (considering various needs depending on the kind of work done in that space). This considers dedicated desk space and surrounding spaces such as meeting rooms and shared areas. Additionally, The British Council for Offices suggests a generous allocation of space based on people rather than desks to satisfy companies’ current requirements for maximising staff performance and comfort by providing a range of settings at work. This report points out that with a 10-12 m² ‘Sweet Spot’ for each person, most common workspace issues like overcrowding and noise pollution can be addressed. On the contrary, higher office densities with less than 8 m² per person are more likely to cause complications and negatively affect occupant comfort, well-being and performance for most businesses (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).

It was also believed that the way density is measured can vary depending on the degree of enclosure (e.g., open plans and screens/partitions, etc.) and the office design and desk layout all influence the effect of office density on employees’ productivity.

Considering the recommendation to increase the size of the average workspace per person by 50% as a precautionary measure against COVID-19. Some companies followed the ‘Hybrid work schedule’ method (assigning half the employees to work remotely and switching shifts the following week) while maintaining the same office footprint. In contrast, others chose to apply the distancing in a larger office or reduction of employees.
At the start of the 21st century, companies realised the significance of their office setting. Now, when designing a workspace, there are some standard key considerations:\(^1\text{3,14}\):

- Location: amenity-rich central location.\(^2\text{2–24}\)
- Appeal/Utilization (e.g., relaxed dress codes, a splash of colour, natural light, greenery, soft furnishing, etc.).\(^2\text{3–26}\)
- Well-being (biophilic design, the distance between desks, areas for socialising, opportunities for fresh air, self-care amenities, private mothers’ rooms, fitness amenities, things that are meaningful for the users).\(^9,22,23,27\)
- Flexibility (e.g., open plan with flexible seating areas, Open and private offices, staff rotating schedules for remote and office attendance, etc.).\(^9,21,22,25,27\)
- Designing the office by noise level (e.g., Public, Semi-Private, Private, adding a space for employees to unwind, etc.).\(^2\text{1,25,26}\)
- Good Design (Passive solutions, shading, natural ventilation, and daylight when possible).\(^9,24\)
- User in control (giving occupants control over their indoor environment).\(^2\text{4}\)

With this in mind, we look at some of the supreme paradigms of successful office buildings that applied unusual design strategies to enhance employee productivity.

### 2.2 Examples

**Googleplex**

With around 190 km\(^2\) footprint of office space in California, USA (see Figure 7). Clive Wilkenson Architects Firm designed the building to mimic the university campus feel and merge the idea of the workplace with the experience and knowledge found within the educational environment. By applying 13 different office settings, the building components were proven effective in boosting employees’ well-being, ergo productivity. Google aimed to decrease everyday concerns and stress by providing all daily needs in one campus.\(^2\text{8}\) The building registered a 31% increase in revenue in 2013,\(^2\text{9}\) which means their philosophy benefited the company (see Table 1 for building content).

**Amazon Spheres**

At 299.6 m\(^2\) footprint located in Washington DC, USA (see Figure 8).\(^3\text{0}\) The Amazon Spheres was designed by NBBJ with the idea of mimicking the forest atmosphere while still being in touch with the urban areas’ comfort and luxury. After doing their research, they found that nature decreases stress, reduces cortisol levels and improves focus, and that’s how they came up with the building’s concept (see Table 2 for buildings content).\(^3\text{0}\)
By analysing the past examples and studying Table 1 and Table 2, we conduct a replicated design criteria followed by the two companies to boost employee productivity. Thus, the following table concluded the best design criteria for office buildings to increase the productivity and well-being of their employees (see Table 3).

3. Occupants’ well-being ranking systems

The WELL Building Standard (WELL) created by the International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) is a cutting-edge rating system that considers energy use, water consumption, waste production and other environmental impacts, as well as several socioeconomic measures. This has helped lead to the increasing global importance of green building construction and design that works towards creating a workspace where employees can thrive.39

![Figure 7. The elevation of the Googleplex building in California: Wikipedia.](Image)

**Table 1. Summarised Googleplex Building design features aiming to enhance the well-being and productivity of their employees: Author.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design features</th>
<th>Additional detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fitness</td>
<td>Onsite gym, swimming pools, tennis courts, soccer fields, outdoor spaces for activities like frisbee, yoga, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment area</td>
<td>Ping pong, billiard, foosball table, arcade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy transportation</td>
<td>Travelling between amenities by Google coloured bikes, scooters, and electric cars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-contained pods</td>
<td>Used by staff members to kick back and relax or distance themselves from the surroundings to get down to work on some heavy tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Onsite medical staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Care</td>
<td>Massage services, Haircut salon, laundry room and dry cleaner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>Three free meals daily for the whole staff and free snack bars. Vegetables and fruits eaten in the cafeteria are grown inside the gardens in google parks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eateries and cafes</td>
<td>Forty Restaurants and Cafeterias, in addition to every single workplace is within walking distance of an entire snack room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biophilic Design</td>
<td>Glass offices, curtain walls and skylight for natural light, soundproofing, and open spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various meeting room settings</td>
<td>Soundproof meeting rooms, open and closed meeting rooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural light</td>
<td>Courts, skylight, curtain walls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing Productivity</td>
<td>Whiteboards walls for creative ideas and anonymous jokes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible workspace</td>
<td>Campus-style layout, glass offices, private offices, open plan desks, open spaces, and various seating areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural elements</td>
<td>Green elements and water elements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By analysing the past examples and studying Table 1 and Table 2, we conduct a replicated design criteria followed by the two companies to boost employee productivity. Thus, the following table concluded the best design criteria for office buildings to increase the productivity and well-being of their employees (see Table 3).
Table 2. Summarised Amazon Spheres Building design features aiming to enhance the well-being and productivity of their employees: Author.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design features</th>
<th>Additional detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plant wall</td>
<td>The largest indoor living wall in the country is around 19m tall and 15m wide and hosts 25k individual plants. The building hosts 40k different varieties of plants (700 plant species).31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible seating</td>
<td>Variety of seating areas and open spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Meeting rooms settings</td>
<td>Open and closed meeting areas. Canopy walls for walking meetings. Conference room surrounded by vines for privacy (AKA the bird cage).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circadian solution</td>
<td>Lights stimulating daylight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible workplace</td>
<td>Places intended to create different working environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtain wall</td>
<td>The Spheres' Catalans support 2,643 panes of glass; the outside structure was intended to look like vines or spider webs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City view</td>
<td>A ring path circles inside the building, looking out to the city so employees can get the best of both worlds. The fourth floor is under the sky and has a 360-degree city view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Light</td>
<td>Court, skylight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eateries</td>
<td>Cafes and breakrooms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Replicated productivity-enhancing design features achieved in the analysed examples: Author.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design features</th>
<th>Additional details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural Elements</td>
<td>Natural elements like greenery improve air quality, remove pollutants, and psychologically improve employees' well-being.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Quality</td>
<td>The simulated office work performance improves by an average of 1.5% when the dissatisfaction with air quality is decreased by 10%. This can be achieved by reducing air pollution or increasing the ventilation rate without changing the interior climate conditions.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open areas</td>
<td>Human stress levels are strongly affected by the surrounding environment, which affects their well-being and productivity34–35; studies show that open space characteristics, in contrast to closed offices and cubic cells, can positively reduce stress levels and improve health outcomes.36–37 This can be applied through open-plan design, outdoor seating areas, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy transportation between facilities</td>
<td>Suppose the company had more than one building. In that case, an easy transportation method between buildings should be provided, like bicycles, and an easy transportation route to and from the building near a bus stop.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WELL is a holistic approach that needs the equal effort of four aspects: Design, Operation, Behaviour, and People for it to succeed. WELL is designed to complement other top-tier green building standards while conducting thorough research into how the building environment can be improved for its occupants. As a result, projects are encouraged to seek dual certifications from both WELL and green building standards to achieve higher quality results.

3.1 Development of WELL
IWBI upgraded WELL V1 (consisting of seven concepts and three point-based scorings) to WELL V2 in 2018 (see Figure 9 for a detailed WELL timeline), which includes ten concepts and four point-based scorings. These include Air, Water, Nourishment, Light, Mind, Movement, Materials, Thermal Comfort, Sound and Community.

This paper will discuss solely the concepts that have an architectural value to apply to the design strategies in Egypt (see Figure 10. For selected WELL concepts content categories).
Figure 9. The timeline of WELL Building standard development: Author.

Figure 10. The WELL Building standard selected concepts for this paper with each concept’s number of features (divided into preconditions and optimizations). Source: IWBI.
The recent Global Burden of Disease study put household air pollution as the 10th highest cause of poor health for the world’s population, making it one of the most important concepts within WELL. Light has also been shown to profoundly impact occupants’ moods and symptoms of depression. For this reason, WELL looks to provide an environment where light can positively affect sleep quality and reduce circadian phase disruption to promote better moods and productivity.

The WELL Movement concept encourages physical activity, movement, and active living and discourages sedentary behaviour from combating the global trend of physical inactivity. In 2016, more than 23% of adults were reported as physically inactive, and a 2011 study suggested that adults worldwide sit for 3-9 hours each day. This sedentary behaviour has been linked to obesity, type II diabetes, cardiovascular risks, and premature mortality. If just 10% of this physical inactivity was reduced globally, it is estimated that at least 500,000 deaths could be prevented annually; reducing physical inactivity by 25% could result in over 1 million fewer deaths per year.

The WELL Thermal Comfort concept strives to maximise thermal comfort and accommodate individual preferences, resulting in higher productivity levels using improved HVAC system design and control. Where we live and work can be significantly impacted by thermal comfort; thus, it is one of the most critical factors influencing building satisfaction. This includes individual motivation levels, alertness, focus, and mood.

Mental health is essential for individuals to reach their full potential, cope with everyday challenges, work productively, and give back to the community. Unfortunately, mental health issues and substance abuse affect 13% of the global burden of disease, accounting for up to 32% of years lived with disability. 1 in 6 adults suffer from common mental health conditions such as depression, anxiety, or substance abuse at any given moment, and over 30% will experience a mental health condition throughout their lives. These conditions also profoundly impact the workplace - impeding daily productivity and costing the global economy $1 trillion. The WELL Mind concept seeks to address this issue by implementing design strategies that support cognitive and emotional health through prevention and treatment efforts - this can significantly improve individuals’ short-term and long-term mental well-being.

Finally, the WELL Sound concept prioritises occupants’ health and comfort by identifying and addressing acoustical parameters in built environments to improve the user experience.

Following this general introduction to WELL Building Standards’ six Architectural based concepts is the conducted checklist to implement in office buildings in Egypt.

### 3.2 Conducted checklist

The WELL Building Standard centres around ten core concepts, each contributing to creating a healthy living and working environment. Six of these ten concepts are particularly relevant to architecture design: air, light, movement, thermal comfort, sound, and mind. These concepts will be discussed in more detail below:

**Air**

Choosing four key features from the Air concept, each with its own set of points, ensures these goals are met.

The first feature is Enhanced Ventilation, where automated air conditioning systems should supply conditioned air through individual diffusers positioned 0.8 m above the occupants’ heads.

The second feature is Operable Windows, which provides access to natural ventilation when possible. At least 75% of occupied spaces should have operable windows of at least 4% of the floor area, and these should be designed with universal access in mind so they can be operated easily without tight grasping or twisting of the wrist.

Pollution Infiltration Management is the third feature, where the entryways of regular entrances (excluding terraces) should use entryway design elements such as grilles, grates, slots, or roll-out mats that have widths of at least 3 m and length in the circulation direction.

Finally, Source Separation examines separating rooms with high-volume printers, copiers, and humidity using automatic operating doors and negative-pressure exhaust fans that redirect outside air into higher-pressure areas.

---

1Sedentary behavior is distinct from physical inactivity and is characterized as very low-intensity, low-effort activities, such as sitting.
Light

This concept is centred around the idea of light exposure with six selected features. The first feature is Light exposure focusing on the interior layout. 30% of all occupied areas must be within 6 meters of envelope glazing, and common areas must have seating for at least 15% of regular occupants, with a 5-meter distance between seatings and envelope glazing for 70% or more of said seating.

The second feature is Visual Lighting Design - 90% or more of space types in the project area must meet illuminance thresholds based on their purpose (offices need 320 lux at task surfaces while lobbies, atriums, and transition spaces need a minimum of 110 lux at floor levels). Eateries, lounge, and restroom levels are required to achieve a minimum of 110 lux at the task surface).

Circadian Lighting Design is the third feature - meeting lighting requirements for day-active people such as applying light levels on vertical planes at eye level, achieving 4 hours (min. start by noon) of light over work surfaces at 45 cm height and 140 cm in the centre of all seating areas and kitchens.

Electric Light Glare Control follows this as the fourth feature - buildings needing strategies to manage glare from electric lighting either through luminaire, considerations that limit UGR values to 16 or lower, and luminance do not exceed 6,000 cd/m² between angles 450-900 from nadir; or through space consideration where UGR values must also be 16 or lower.

Daylight Design Strategies is the fifth feature - two options present themselves: 70% of workstations within 7.5 m from transparent envelope glazing with VLT > 40%, 15% minimum envelope glazing area, or 70% within 5 m with VLT > 40%, 25% minimum envelope glazing area; both facilitated by solar shading in manual mode controllable by occupants (opening throughout the working day), automated shading for glare prevention.

Last up is Occupant Lighting Control - ambient lighting systems should be in place per 60 m², one per 10 occupants’ zones; differing criteria if rooms are smaller than needed or occupancy is lower than allocated quota; plus supplemental lighting available controlled by occupants.

Movement

This concept focuses on creating a healthy and comfortable working environment. There are four selected features in this concept. The first feature is Ergonomic Workstation Design which requires a minimum of 25% of workstations to be adjustable by users to support standing and seated positions. This includes flexible device heights, chairs, anti-fatigue mats or impact-reducing flooring, toe space, and footrests/footrails.

The second feature is Circulation Network which looks at aesthetically designed staircases with music, artwork, light levels, access to daylight and natural design elements for each floor. Visible stairs should be promoted over elevators and escalators from the entry-level onwards.

The third feature is Facilities for Active Occupants which provides cycling infrastructure with short-term bike parking located 30 m from the entrance accommodating at least 2.5% of visitors, and long-term bike parking located within building boundaries accommodating at least 5% of occupants. Furthermore, within a 200 m walk distance from the building boundary, there must be showers, lockers and changing facilities available for every 0-100 regular occupants, plus one shower per 150 occupants for every 101-999 regular occupants and 8 showers plus 1 per 500 occupants for every 1000-4999 regular occupant as well as 16 showers plus 1 per 1000 occupant for more than 5000 regular occupants with a minimum of five lockers associated with each shower facility.

The last feature is Physical Activity Spaces and Equipment, which requires the provision of an indoor activity space with dedicated fitness facilities offering two types of exercise equipment that can be used by at least 5% of building users, as well as outdoor physical activity spaces such as green spaces like parks or trails, blue spaces like swimming areas, recreational fields or courts and fitness zones.
Thermal Comfort

This concept has six selected features that improve users' thermal comfort.

The first feature is Verified Thermal Comfort. The first point under this feature is a Thermal Comfort Questionnaire - occupants must participate in an anonymous questionnaire, and the number of responses required depends on the number of occupants: if there are more than 45, then a minimum of 35% should respond, 20-45 requires 15%, and fewer than 20 requires 80%. The results of responses must also meet target satisfaction thresholds: 80% or 90%.

The second feature is Thermal Zoning. The first point is to Provide Thermostat Control for at least 90% of occupied spaces; temperature in each room must be controlled via a thermostat or digital interface accessible via a smart device; maximum size per thermal zone should not exceed 60 m² or 10 occupants. Sensors should be placed at least 1 metre away from exterior walls, doors, windows, direct sunlight, air supply diffusers, mechanical fans, heaters etc.

The third feature is Individual Thermal Control. It includes two points. The first point provides Personal Cooling Options such as rooms/thermal zones with adjustable thermostats connected to building cooling systems that one person can regularly occupy; desk/ceiling fans; mechanical cooling system chairs; any other solutions capable of affecting a PMV change of -0.5 within 15 minutes without changing PMV for other occupants. The second point lists Personal Heating Options such as rooms/thermal zones with direct user-adjustable thermostats connected to buildings heating systems that can only be regularly occupied by one person; electric parabolic space heaters; electric heated chairs/footwarmers; any other solutions capable of affecting a PMV change of +0.5 within 15 minutes without changing PMV for others.

The fourth feature is Radiant Thermal Comfort, with Implement Radiant Heating and Cooling being the only point - at least 50% of occupied areas should have radiant ceilings/walls/floors or radiant panels attached, covering half the wall/ceiling area minimum.

Fifth is Enhanced Operable Windows, where Provide Windows with Multiple Opening Modes has four points: At least 70% open so no more than 1.8 m above finished floor (1 window per room); 30% open with whole opening 1.8 m above finished floor (1 window per room), Operation controls min 1.7m above the finished floor and low openings used in mild/warm weather, high in cold weather.

The last feature is Outdoor Thermal Comfort which consists of two points: Manage Outdoor Heat where pedestrian pathways and building entrances must have tree canopies, awnings or other structures providing shade for ≥50%, parking spaces ≥25%, plazas seating areas and other outdoor areas covered between 25%-75%; Avoid Excessive Wind where 5 m/s not expected more than 5% hours yearly in seating areas and 10% on paths and parking lots while 15 m/s no more than 0.05% hours throughout the year across all areas.

Sound

This concept has three selected features, starting with sound mapping as the first feature, offering an Acoustic Design Plan. Sound barriers are the second feature, with Doors and Walls Sound Isolation Design as its primary point. Lastly, Impact Noise Management is the third feature, with Specify Impact Noise Reducing Flooring being its main point.

Mind

There are five selected features in this concept. The first feature is devoted to promoting mental health and well-being with a dedicated space for restoration and relaxation, as well as work policies allowing breaks.

Nature and Place is the second feature that establishes a connection to nature through materials, patterns, shapes, colours, images, or sounds. It also entails celebrating culture and the integration of art.

The Restorative Opportunities feature, which is the third feature, provides a nap space and policy with at least one acoustically and visibly separated environment in a designated quiet zone, plus one reclining furniture for every 100 employees.

The Restorative Spaces is the fourth feature and offers an environment considering specific criteria such as lighting, sound, thermal comfort seating arrangements, calming colours, textures, and forms.
Lastly, the Enhanced Access to Nature fifth feature guarantees that 75% of workstations and seating areas have views of indoor plants/water/natural elements, and 70% of outdoor spaces include plants or natural elements within 200 m walk distance from the rooms available to occupants.39

3.3 Discussion of findings
Creating a productive office environment is essential for any business to succeed. After studying WELL concepts, other sources stated that the most critical factors for achieving success in office buildings are natural air, ventilation, and thermal comfort.10,34 Good indoor air quality helps keep employees energised and productive while keeping air-borne diseases at bay. Quality ventilation systems help ensure that fresh air constantly enters the office, aiding in concentration and morale. Additionally, thermal comfort should be considered to prevent uncomfortable working conditions due to too hot or cold temperatures. All these elements combined create the perfect workspace environment where productivity can flourish. Thus, those are the three points that will be focused on in the design implementation.

3.4 Productivity
Employee productivity significantly impacts profits, yet it’s not something that can easily be measured, and it’s not a one-size-fits-all rule to follow. Meanwhile, companies use three standard productivity calculation methods to measure productivity. This has nothing to do with what employers think of their employee’s performance because their opinion can be wrong.

One way to evaluate the impact of physical features on employee productivity is by collecting data such as physical features, outcome metrics (e.g., physical complaints) and HR department data (e.g., worker attitudes, performance data, absenteeism, medical costs, retention rates etc.), as well as financial directors’ data concerning revenue and financial metrics. These can be used to compare and calculate the overall effect on employee productivity.

Another method used is the direct use of the Labour Productivity Formula, a simple equation derived from the basic definition of productivity. It is output per unit input; you can use it to track productivity per individual, team, or even department.55

Productivity Formula: total output (Value of goods and services produced)/total input (man – hour)

\[ \text{Labour Productivity} = \frac{\text{total output}}{\text{total input}} \]

For example, an organisation produced goods or services worth $100,000 in 2000 hours. The output is worth $100,000, while the input is 2000 hours. Then, using these values in the formula, we get:

Productivity = (Output/Input) = (100,000/2000 hours) = 50 per hour.

Of course, in this equation, we calculate the work hours, not the paid hours (as paid hours can mean vacation pay and sick leave salaries, too).56

Next is the Percentage of Goals Met method; companies’ productivity levels are synonymous with the number of goals employees accomplish. By calculating the percentage of goals met, we can determine where the workforce stands regarding efficiency.57

\[ \text{Percentage of Goals Met} = \left( \frac{\text{Actual Output}}{\text{Goal}} \right) \times 100 \]

For example, an architectural firm gave their junior architects the goal of submitting 30 villa concepts within a week. The firm’s team submitted 45 concepts, then the percentage goals met will be:

\[ \left( \frac{45}{30} \right) \times 100 = 150\% \]

This implies that the firm’s junior team met 150% of the goal.

3.5 Application on existing office buildings
After analysing and reviewing the previous examples and various sources, it was determined that the three most influential features for improving building occupant productivity are natural light, natural ventilation, and thermal comfort. With this in mind, we have identified several features that can be easily implemented in existing buildings in Alexandria/Egypt (see Table 4).
4. Case study building
For the purpose of this paper, we focused on the “Cairo Petroleum Complex”, a medium-sized office building, as our case study. Access to the building and its blueprints have been granted to measure natural ventilation, daylighting, and thermal gain through simulations in DesignBuilder computer software for both base case and after criteria implementation.

4.1 Location and climate
The “Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building is located in Alexandria/Egypt, on the Alexandria-Cairo desert road, km 17.5. Alexandria’s climate is Mediterranean, with January and February the coolest months, featuring an average daily maximum temperature of 9 to 19 °C. July, August, and September are the hottest months, with an average daily maximum temperature of 30-31 °C (see Figure 11).

4.2 Brief
“Cairo Petroleum Complex” Office Building was designed in 1995 and finished construction in 2000 (see Figure 12). It is composed of a total of 3370 m², with a rectangular shape measuring 60 m × 67 m and a height of 20 m, consisting of a ground floor and four typical floors. It is structured using reinforced concrete, with blue double-glazed curtain walls and aluminium frames, and no exterior shading. It accommodates 600 employees arriving at 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. for their eight-hour shifts on weekdays, aside from the control rooms, which operate 24/7. Presently, the building rents offices to eight different companies and a single bank. The offices are mechanically ventilated, with exterior walls constructed out of 20 cm brick, 2 cm exterior and interior plaster combination, and a total U-value of 1.5 W/m²K. Meanwhile, the window-to-wall ratio across all elevations is 80%, except for the 90% that the North and Northwest double-glazed curtain walls have, with a U-value of 2.7 W/m²K. Due to this, high mechanical loads are expected due to heat gain on the south and east-facing elevations. The northeast, northwest, southwest, and southeast elevations have 880 m², 198 m², 1072 m², and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Conducted design criteria for application in existing office in Egypt: Author.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design features</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Operable Windows | - 75% of occupied areas have operable windows.  
- Minimum 4% area of net floor area.  
- Weather indicator light.  
- Automating shading to prevent glare.  
- Operable windows must be opened at least halfway, with the maximum height from the finished floor not exceeding 1.8 m and a minimum dimension of 0.3 m for the smallest opening.  
- Window operation control is at least 1.7 m above the finished floor.  
- Low opening windows for mild/warm weather.  
- High opening windows for wintry weather.  
- Easy to operate windows with minimum use of force and operates single handily, with enough space around it to operate. |
| Natural Light Design | - Within a 5 m distance between seatings and envelope glazing, VLT > 40% |
| Visual Lighting Design | - Minimum 320 lux at task surface. |
| Lighting Design for Circadian Rhythm | - The necessary light levels should be achieved from a height of 45 cm above the work plane.  
- Regular users can control their own lighting environment with manual controls found in the same area as each light zone.  
- Minimum one portable supplemental light is available. |
| Movement | - Height adjustable desk.  
- Height and depth adjustable chair.  
- Height adjustable devices.  
- Footrest.  
- Recessed toe space (min. 10 cm depth and height). |
| Thermal Comfort | - Availability of thermostat in the room.  
- Temperature sensors should be positioned at least 1m away from exterior walls, doors and windows, direct sunlight, air supply diffusers, mechanical fans, etc.  
- Radiant panels with minimum coverage of half the wall. |
| Mind | - Design elements that celebrate culture and space, integration of art, and human delight.  
- View of indoor plants and/or water and natural elements. |
| Sound | - Doors and walls sound isolation design. |
960 m² of unshaded windows exposed to direct sunlight, totalling an overall exposed window area of 4010 m². The building contains four single-glazed skylights with a combined area of 240 m² and a U-value of 3.7 W/m²K located above the primary court, with a flat, insulated roof with 3130 m² of reinforced concrete, interior paint, and insulation material with a U-value-of-0.5-W/m²K (using the DesignBuilder computer software to identify the U-value within the building). 58

**4.3 Building problems**

“Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building is a perfect example of modern architecture in Egypt, demonstrating an advanced mechanical ventilation system and a façade made mostly of curtain walls (see Figure 13). However, this combination has created various issues within the building due to thermal gain and glare caused by inadequate shading devices causing the West and South offices to be uncomfortable for employees to work in (see Figure 14 for solar path diagram and selected office). 58 Additionally, the building has inadequate natural ventilation as some facades have only 25% of the windows operable while others have none. Together these difficulties form a complex challenge requiring detailed consideration to ensure comfortable conditions with minimal energy consumption.

*Figure 11. The monthly average high and low temperature in Alexandria / Egypt through the year 2023: NOAA.*

*Figure 12. Bird’s-eye view of Cairo Petroleum Complex Building location: Google Earth.*
4.4 Selected office and possible solutions

According to the employees’ statement, we chose a standard office room on the typical floor located on the South-East façade that was reported to suffer from thermal heat gain from the exterior façade and direct sunlight (see Figure 15). We apply the following modifications to the selected office for comparative simulation:

- **Curtain Wall:** Designing different height operable windows in the façade to allow natural ventilation, higher operable windows for winter, and lower operable windows for summer. Operable windows must be opened at
least halfway, with the maximum height from the finished floor not exceeding 1.8 m and a minimum dimension of 0.3 m for the smallest opening. Window operation control is a minimum of 1.7 m above the finished floor.

- **Shading**: Application of automatic shading devices of curtain wall facades (louvres) to decrease direct sunlight entering the offices and eliminate glare.
- **Cross Ventilation**: Applying a high operable window opposite the curtain wall creates cross-ventilation.
- **Circadian Lighting Design**: The necessary light levels should be achieved from a height of 45 cm above the work plane.
- **Location of Furniture**: The distance between envelope glazing and seating area is within 5 m, VLT > 40%.

### 4.5 Base case model validation

A modelling validation method was needed to conduct reliable results for modifying the base case model based on the comparison between observation and simulation. Through various modelling validation parameters, we selected “the Correlation Coefficient” parameter. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, also known as “the correlation coefficient [2],” is a widely used statistical tool that measures the strength of the relationship between two variables. The correlation coefficient ranges from -1.0 to 1.0 and indicates the relative movements of the two variables being measured. A value of 1.0 indicates a perfect positive correlation, while a value of -1.0 shows a perfect negative correlation. A value of 0.0 indicates no relationship between the two variables. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is denoted by R, with R^2 representing the squared value of the correlation coefficient. It is commonly used in various scientific fields.\(^{59}\)

\(^{59}\)The correlation coefficient was developed by Karl Pearson in the 1880s based on an idea from Francis Galton, with the mathematical formula established by Auguste Bravais in 1844.
The formula states:

\[ r = \frac{n(\sum xy) - (\sum x)(\sum y)}{\sqrt{[n\sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2][n\sum y^2 - (\sum y)^2]}} \]

“\( r \)” stands for “the correlation coefficient”, “\( n \)” stands for “number in the given dataset”, “\( x \)” stands for “first variable in the context”, and “\( y \)” stands for “second variable”.

By comparing the temperature data from the previous Figure 11 of Alexandria’s 2023 monthly weather data chart and the base case resulting data from DesignBuilder software, we conduct the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using the variables from Table 5 in the Correlation n Coefficient formula, we get the following results (see Figure 16):

The correlation coefficient \( R^2 \) is : 0.993

Pearson’ correlation coefficient \( R \) is : 0.997

The results show \( R = 0.993 \), which is within the acceptable range of the correlation coefficient -1 and 1, thus indicating that the base case results are valid, reliable, and applicable.

Figure 16. The Correlation Coefficient formula calculation chart.
4.6 Simulations of the base case and post-implementation

The following analysis diagrams compare the office base case and post-implementation results. Starting with the direct sunlight simulation results.

Using DesignBuilder computer software to simulate the base case of direct sunlight entering the office, we find that January and October are the highest recorded sunlight rate entering the building. January recorded direct sunlight of 7335-9168 lux reaching around 28% office space, while 60% is Indirect daylight of about 5502 lux, and 12% is daylight 0-1836 lux. April records 27.1% direct sunlight of around 12911 lux, 9.1% 10329 lux, 1.6% 5165 lux and the rest 62.1% between 0-2583 lux. July records 21.7% direct sunlight of 11364 lux, 7.9% records 9092 lux and the rest, 70.4%, records between 0-4548 lux. Lastly, October records 30% direct sunlight of 9449-11811 lux, 35% indirect sunlight of around 7087 lux, and the other 35% records 0-2363 lux (see Figure 17).

While direct sunlight simulation post-implementation shows significant improvement and decrease in the area exposed to direct sunlight, the results were simulated after adding an automatic shading device (louvres) on the southeast façade. The results show January recorded 19% of exposed area in the range between 6798 lux to 8497 lux of direct sunlight, 27% records around 5099 lux, and the 54% remaining area are recorded at between 0-3400 lux. April records only 5.2% of the area is direct sunlight of 11623 lux, 5.9% records 6975 lux, and the rest 88.9% records between 2327-4651 lux. July records only 7.4% area of direct sunlight at 10120 lux, and the rest of 92.6% area is recorded between 2024-4048 lux.

![Figure 17. South-East office Base case direct sunlight simulation results, (A) January sunlight simulation, (B) April sunlight simulation, (C) July sunlight simulation, and (D) October sunlight simulation. The photos (A), (B), (C), and (D) were acquired from the researcher's work on the “Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building using DesignBuilder software.](image-url)
Lastly, October recorded 20% of direct sunlight area at 8909-11136 lux, 9.34% records 6682 lux, and 70.26% records between 2228-4455 lux (see Figure 18).\textsuperscript{58}

Comparing the base case and post-implementation results, we see that in January, there was a decrease in the total lux by 7.3\% and a decrease in the direct sunlight exposure area by 9\%. In April, the total lux decreased by around 10\%, and the direct sunlight exposed area decreased by 21.9\%. In July, total lux decreased by 10.9\%, and the direct sunlight exposed area decreased by 14.3\%. Lastly October, total lux decreased by 5.7\%, and the direct sunlight exposed area decreased by 10\%.

It was conducted through the previous studies that applying around 25\% operable windows to the office façade and placing a high window opposite to the curtain wall windows creating cross ventilation, indicated an increase in air flow in the space (see Figure 19).\textsuperscript{7}

Picture (A) Figure 19 shows the base case 3D simulation for airflow; the simulation indicates that the airflow is minor, and its velocity ranges between 0.01-0.10 m/s closer to the floor, increasing to 0.19 m/s near the curtain wall. While in picture (B), after adding windows to the façade and opposing it to create cross ventilation, the airflow increased to cover all the office area with a slight increase in the velocity ranging between 0.06-0.12 m/s all around the office while not affecting the comfort of users. The air velocity at the building envelope remains the same. Thus, making a 20\% improvement in air flow.\textsuperscript{58}

Figure 18. South-East office Post-implementation direct sunlight simulation results, (A) January sunlight simulation, (B) April sunlight simulation, (C) July sunlight simulation, and (D) October sunlight simulation. The photos (A), (B), (C), and (D) were acquired from the researcher’s work on the “Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building using DesignBuilder software.
As for the thermal distribution analysis, providing an automatic shading system to the building’s façade along with windows that increased airflow indicated the wider distribution of cooler temperature, leading to thermal comfort. Figure 20, picture (A) shows the three-dimensional thermal distribution in the base case office to cover less area, with the average temperature for user area ranging between 17.85 °C and 19.67 °C (colour indication: orange, yellow, light green, and green). While after implementation in the picture (B), it shows the 3D temperature distribution after modification increases to cover the whole office area leading to an increase in the temperature affected by thermal gain. As the colour indication shows, the orange zone colour decreased (indicating a temperature zone of 19.67 °C), and the usable zone temperature records range between 16.49 °C and 18.31 °C (colour indication: cyan, green, and light green). Thus, the average temperature decreases by 1.37 °C, which is a 7% improvement.58

As shown in Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23, in January and February, air temperature decreased by 5.9%, 6% in March, 4.7% in April, 3.2% in May, 2.4% in June, 2.6% in July, 3.3% in August, 4.5% in September, 5.6% in October, 6.5% in November, and 5.7% in December.58 For the thermal gain/solar gains exterior windows comparison simulation results, January records 34.5% decrease in thermal gain, 34.1% in February, 33.9% in March, 30.5% in April, 24.3% in May, 20.2% in June, 22.1% in July, 27.9% in August, 33.4% in September, 35.5% in October, 35.6% in November, and 34.3% in December (see Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 24).58

Figure 19. Three-Dimensional Air flow simulation comparison chart (A) Base case, (B) Post-implementation. The photos (A), and (B) were acquired from the researcher’s work on the “Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building using DesignBuilder software.

Figure 20. Three-Dimensional thermal distribution comparison chart (A) Base case, (B) Post-implementation. The photos (A) and (B) were acquired from the researcher’s work on the “Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building using DesignBuilder software.
Figure 21. **EnergyPlus monthly simulation results for Temperatures, heat gains and energy consumption of the selected office from 1 Jan-31 Dec** (A) Base case, (B) Post-criteria implementation. Showing the increase in natural ventilation and decrease in solar glare and thermal gain. The photos (A) and (B) were acquired from the researcher’s work on the “Cairo Petroleum Complex” office building using the computer software “DesignBuilder” to simulate the changes on the space.
Mechanical Ventilation, Natural Ventilation, and infiltration decreased by 18% in January, 21.2% in February, 19% in March, 6.7% in April, 2% in May, no effect in June and July, 0.65% in August and September, 1.3% in October, 4.1% in November, and 15.7% in December (see Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 25).

In addition to providing supplemental light 45 cm above the worksurface to influence employees’ circadian rhythm.

According to the future workplace wellness study and other research, it was assured that by achieving thermal comfort, natural ventilation and natural light, an increase in productivity is inevitable.10,58

Figure 22. EnergyPlus monthly simulation results for Temperatures, heat gains, and energy consumption of the selected office from 1 Jan-31 Dec (A) Base case, (B) Post-criteria implementation. Showing increased natural ventilation and decreased solar glare and thermal gain. The photos (A) and (B) were acquired from the researcher's work on the "Cairo Petroleum Complex" office building using the computer software "DesignBuilder" to simulate the changes in the space.

Figure 23. Comparison bar chart between base case and post-implementation Air temperature monthly simulations results.

Mechanical Ventilation, Natural Ventilation, and infiltration decreased by 18% in January, 21.2% in February, 19% in March, 6.7% in April, 2% in May, no effect in June and July, 0.65% in August and September, 1.3% in October, 4.1% in November, and 15.7% in December (see Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 25).

In addition to providing supplemental light 45 cm above the worksurface to influence employees’ circadian rhythm.
5. Conclusion and recommendations

5.1 Research conclusion

Studying WELL Building standards and other green building rating systems and recognising the success of popular existing office buildings shows great promise for improving occupants’ well-being and productivity. This is especially crucial after the pandemic, as business districts in Egypt must implement these structures to ensure a safe yet productive environment. Regarding present and future circumstances, this kind of research is increasingly vital for establishing better practices in the workplace.

Figure 24. Comparison bar chart between base case and post-implementation monthly Thermal gain/Solar gains exterior windows simulations results.

Figure 25. Comparison bar chart between base case and post-implementation of mechanical ventilation, Natural Ventilation, and Infiltration monthly simulations results.

This paper studies successful design criteria for existing office buildings to reach a conducted design criteria for healthy office design to enhance productivity in the workspace.

By studying successful office designs like Googleplex building and Amazon spheres, we conducted the first design criteria indicating that natural light, thermal comfort, natural ventilation, nature, and mental health design are key for a successful and productive environment.
Next, by studying and analysing WELL Building Rating system concepts, we conducted the second design criteria, which explains how to achieve adequate levels of natural light, natural ventilation, and thermal comfort in addition to sound and designing for the mind to get employees to thrive in their work area.

Lastly, by applying our findings to the selected case study building, we see the building simulation results calculated using DesignBuilder computer software.

5.2 Case study findings and conclusion
The simulations show that by applying the design implementations on the selected case study, the thermal heat gain was reduced after using automatic shading devices by an average of 20.2%-35.6% throughout the year, Airflow increased by 20% after adding 25% user-friendly designed operable windows to the building’s façade and opposite operable windows for cross ventilation. Lastly, adding double-glazed glass for the curtain wall and the automatic shading device enhanced the illuminance distribution, temperature distribution, and air temperature. Direct sunlight area decreased by 9% in January (Winter), 21.9% in April (Spring), 14.3% in July (Summer), and 10% in October (Autumn). Air temperature decreased by a minimum of 2.4% in June and a maximum of 6.5% in November—temperature distribution enhanced by an average of 7%.

5.3 Research recommendations
This paper concluded the top three effective design features from the literature review, example analysis and applying and testing their effect on a selected case study in a medium sized-office building; there is a possibility that the conducted design features can be used on an entire existing office building in Egypt. This paper proposes some criteria for increasing productivity in existing office buildings scale as well as individual workplaces, including:

- Providing adequate natural ventilation and air quality through windows and cross ventilation while considering easy window operation management.
- Providing adequate natural light while considering circadian rhythm design elements.
- Use automatic shading devices (such as louvres, etc.) to function in all seasons.
- Seeking thermal comfort, proper temperature distribution and furniture placement.
- Connecting to nature boost productivity and health.

It is recommended that productivity measuring method is used to rate the existing buildings’ employees’ productivity. These productivity rates could be enhanced by using the conducted criteria. We recommend that architects and construction firms consider this design criteria in the designing phase of buildings to enhance the performance of occupants through encouraging healthy building design. Additionally, the legislative authorities and the government should be required to include conditions that support the health and well-being of occupants in the new construction law for those requesting construction permits.

Data availability
Underlying data
Mendeley data: Well-being as a tool to improve productivity in existing office space. Doi: https://doi.org/10.17632/d5g9vwt28s.1

This project contains the following underlying data:

- Adobe Photoshop [Cairo Petroleum Complex architecture plans and cross-sections presentations]
- Autodesk AutoCAD [An architectural detailed plans and cross-section for the Cairo Petroleum Complex office building]
- DesignBuilder [A three-dimensional simulation of the Cairo Petroleum Complex case study building for the base case and the post-implementation of the conducted criteria]

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).
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Abstract is clear and concise, the 'methods' section here could include (in brackets) what specific data is collected. There are too many key words - 5-6 is plenty (unless journal requires more).

There is a clear rationale for research of this type - it highlights the disjointed approach to building design vs building operation and the reality of occupant satisfaction/comfort/productivity/health.

Some of the sentences could be revised for better flow, i.e. first sentence in section 1.0. The work could generally do with a review to ensure the flow of writing is easy to follow. Some of the sentences in the work are very long - try to stick to a maximum of 40 words in the sentence.

Paragraph three in section 1.0 the first sentence needs to be supported with a reference, likewise first sentence in paragraph four - the work should be reviewed to ensure all such statements are fully referenced.

Section 1.2 is it just Architects and Construction Firms? I would think the entire design team needs to be involved. Construction firms will build what they are instructed to (as long as it meets relevant requirements). Building Services Engineers will be important in this as will those who set regulations/policy.

Section 1.3 how many office buildings in Alexandria? 3? On what basis where they chosen? Do you have permission to name the specific buildings (if they are the case studies used) - this is potentially a significant issue - my approach would be to describe the type (i.e. a high end cooperate head quarters, of x size, design etc, built in xxxx.)

I would like to see section 1.3 revised to add clarity - perhaps a diagram would be of help, I currently find it difficult to follow the methods. Is it three case study buildings or four? on what basis where the specific criteria to be evaluation chosen?
Methodology and method mean different things, but are used interchangeably here.

I would like to see more detail on how the data collection was carried out - it would not be possible to gather all of this information through a walk through, what 'other sources' were used?

Sometimes in the work past tense is use then present tense in the next sentence, this could be revised to help the flow of the work.

In terms of the model creation, more detail on data collection is needed to ensure the reader understands the level of accuracy. The overall section needs revision as I am not clear why one model was built when there seems to be multiple case studies?

Was any monitoring of actual environmental conditions in the building(s) carried out?

Section 1.4 should be earlier in the work.

Section 2.0 is titled 'results' but in reality this is a literature review - consider renaming this section.

I do not understand the statement in section 2.2 that the building increased its revenue in 2013 - this linkage between the design and revenue generation seems tenuous as it is presently presented.

There is a good deal of literature highlighting the importance in indoor air quality, light, noise, configuration, privacy etc and the impact on occupant health, wellbeing, productivity (which the WELL standard was developed as a result of). At present there is, in my view, a lack of depth in the literature review in relation to these factors. Some interesting case study buildings are presented, but the link between their design and the wellbeing/health/productivity benefit and reason for this is not fully explored. There is quite a bit of descriptive text in relation to the WELL standard - it would be of greater benefit to utilise the literature to demonstrate why specific factors are of importance.

Provide the sources and a rationale for the chosen design criteria in table 4.

Is it a single case study building being used? the methods section seemed to suggest multiple case studies. Is the office building in section 4.2 the one that was modelled in DesignBuilder? the description of the building may be better placed in the methods section.

Section 4.4 may also better fit in the methods section.

Some of the data described in section 4.6 would work better in a table.

The modelling work is interesting, but I believe the data could be better presented to max it easier to follow/compare. In the text then the focus could be on the implications etc.

**Is the background of the case's history and progression described in sufficient detail?**

Partly
Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?
Partly

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?
Yes

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?
Partly

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?
Yes

Is the case presented with sufficient detail to be useful for teaching or other practitioners?
Yes
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Dear Authors,

I would like to thank the author/s for their effort.

A significant effort has been made by the authors to improve the design strategies in Egypt to increase productivity through concluding a checklist to be implemented in Egypt office spaces designed to improve productivity and well-being of employees and implement it in the case study office. But there are some minor comments that need from authors to modify it to enhance the research:

1. In Abstract: I prefer if the author can rewrite the Methods with more summarized and clarification for what he/she mentioned in page 3 & 4.
In Keywords, The authors should be more specific and presize when select the keywords. For Example, post-pandemic office buildings design standards its too long to be a keyword. For that, I prefer if the author can change the keywords to be like the following: Well Standard, Sick Building Syndrome, Occupant’s Productivity, well–being framework, Office Building Design.

3. In the Introduction: it’s so brief and short. So, I prefer to expand the references in this area especially in Introduction with more updated references related to the topic specially when it come to the references, most of references exceed more than 10 years.

4. This paper focuses only on Well Building Rating System and ignores Pyramid Rating System, so I recommend the author add a comparison part in the introduction and mention the missing parts between them.

5. Due to the different weather and architecture features in Egypt, the selected examples on page 8 & 9 are not relevant to the case study in Egypt. In that case, I suggest the author remove them from the paper and keep Tables 1, 2 &3 as a summary of design features from international examples.

6. It would be better if the author provide the WELL Check list criteria as mention in page 13 (10 core concepts) for Building Certification. Also, Its more important to clarify for the reader why the authors focus on just six concept as mention in first line in page 4.

7. In page 27, 28 the word conclusion were repeated twice in section 5.1 and section 5.2. By the end, I want to say that you did a great job and all this comments is to encourage the author to enhance the quality of paper.

Thank you for your efforts.

Best Wishes
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Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility? Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results? Partly

Is the case presented with sufficient detail to be useful for teaching or other practitioners?
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